I. Introduction
Historically semirings first appear implicitly in Dedekind and later in Macaulay, Noether and Lorenzo in connection with the study of a ring. However semirings first appear explicitly in Vandiver, also in connection with the axiomatization of arithmetic of natural numbers. Semirings have been studied by various researchers in an attempt to broaden techniques coming from semigroup theory or ring theory or in connection with applications.
However in semirings it is possible to derive the additive structures from their special multiplicative structures and vice versa. The semiring identities are taken from the book of Jonathan S. Golan, entitled "" semirings and their Applications"". In this paper we investigate the additive and multiplicative properties of Complemented semi rings.
II. Preliminaries
Definition2.1: A Triple .) , , (  S is said to be a semiring if S is a non-empty set and "+" and "." are binary operations on S satisfying that i. 
) , (  S
Again for 1   b a and Adding "a" on both sides, we get
and for all .
Adding "a" on both sides, we get Then S is a complemented semiring satisfies all conditions of the above theorem and is a band.
Example 2: Consider the set . We define additive and multiplicative structure on S as shown in the following tables. 
and for all . Multiplying with "a" on both sides, we get (By theorem 3.1, i.e. ) Adding "b" on both sides, we get . 
Properties of Complemented Semirings
 ba b a b a ab a b        2 2 2 2  ba b a b a a b        0 .) , (S  ) 1 ( a b a b a a b        ba a b a a b       a b b a a b ) 1 (       ba b a a b      0     b a a b  b a a b    ) , (  S S b a  , 1 ) 1 ( b b a b     b bb b ba     b b b ba    2  b b a b    2 ) 1 (  b b ba   2  b a b ba a     2  b a b a b     2 ) 1 (  b a b ba    2  b a b ba    .) , (S  b a a b    ) 1 (  b a ba    a b a a ba      a b a a     0  a b a a    ) , (  S .) , , (  S .) , (S ) , (  S .) , , (  S 0   ba ab S b a  , 0   ba ab S b a  , 1 ) 1 ( a b a a     a ab a aa    1  a ab a a    2  a a a    0 2  a a a   .) , (S ) , (  S .) , , (  S ) , (  S S .) , , (  S 0   ba ab S b a  ,
Now consider
Cubing on both sides, we get (4) [ from (3) ] (by theorem 3.1)
(since ab=ba=0) 
IV. Conclusions
In complemented semirings, the algebraic structures of a multiplicative semigroup .) , (S 
